Customise.

With approved accessories and accessory packs.
seat.co.uk/accessories

Now the fine tuning.
Choose from our wide range of SEAT Genuine Accessories and let your car
reflect your personal style, equipped for the life you lead. Specifically designed
and fully tested to give your car outstanding functionality, safety and quality,
all SEAT Genuine Accessories come with a two-year warranty* (unless otherwise
stated in the model accessories brochures), extended to three years† when
bought and fitted before we handover your new vehicle to you.

When you purchase your SEAT with SEAT Finance you can
include the cost of accessories on your SEAT Finance agreement
(subject to status) and spread the cost over the period of your loan.
So make your SEAT your own and enjoy every mile and opportunity
with genuine peace of mind. Every day.
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Two-year
warranty on all
accessories*

3

Three-year
warranty on all
fitted accessories†
(before new car handover)

*Applies to SEAT Genuine Accessories only.
†Applies to SEAT Genuine Accessories only. Up to two-year warranty on others.

Accessories.
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Styling.
Add some extra attention.

Thrillseeker? Go sporty.
Love colour? Add more.
Want to look faster?
Make it aerodynamic.
It’s your SEAT so have
it your way.

Accessories.
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Styling.

Styling
pack.
Make your SEAT as individual as you are
with these super stylish exterior styling
accessories, designed especially for your
model – and fitted by your SEAT Dealer.

Ibiza
Rear styling: tailgate spoiler
and rear diffuser.
Ibiza
Full styling: front spoiler, side
skirts, rear spoiler, rear diffuser.

Side skirts
Side skirts emphasise a vehicle’s
lines, giving a dynamic side view
with ground hugging contours.
Made of a hard-wearing material,
they can resist high stress.

Leon (SC & 5dr)
Rear spoiler and side skirts.
Tailgate spoiler
Aerodynamic impactresistant, tough yet sleek,
tailgate spoiler. Whether
used on its own or with
other exterior styling
accessories, it will make
a lasting impression.

Accessories.
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Styling.

Ateca styling pack.
These made-for-SEAT styling accessories
have been designed to make driving a truly
dynamic experience – unique design combines
sportiness with elegance of movement.

Front styling colour insert and trim

Rear styling colour insert and trim

Side door mouldings

Fog light moulding

Decorative front trim to accessorise the
front bumper, adding off-road design.
Front styling colour insert available in
4 colours; Samoa Orange, Connect Blue,
Crossover Silver and Emocion Red.

Decorative rear trim to accessorise the
rear bumper adding off-road design.
Rear styling colour insert available in
4 colours; Samoa Orange, Connect Blue,
Crossover Silver and Emocion Red.

Side moulding consisting of two pieces
that cover the lower area of the doors.
Silver colour. Provides strength and
design to the side of the vehicle.

Front moulding consisting of
one piece that covers the
outer edge of the fog light.
Provides strength and design
to the front of the vehicle.
Accessories.
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Boost your
style.
Each component has been specifically
designed to enhance the car’s
aerodynamic performance. Adding to the
car’s sporty-feel when driving, hugging
bends and reducing aerodynamic drag.

Styling.

Front lip
Go for the sporty look with this aerodynamically designed
front lip that complements the original lines of your vehicle.
Ibiza I Leon SC I Leon 5dr I Leon ST

Side blades
Blade type skirting kit with sporty design for lower side area
of the vehicle (below side doors).
Leon SC I Leon 5dr I Leon ST

Tailgate spoiler
Aerodynamic impact-resistant,
tough yet sleek, tailgate spoiler.
Whether used on its own or with
other exterior styling accessories,
it will make a lasting impression.
Mii I Ibiza I Leon SC I Leon 5dr

Rear bumper
The rear bumper shows off
all the sporty power of your
transformed SEAT. Made
of hard-wearing, flexible
material – tough and
dynamic at the same time.

Side skirts*
Side skirts emphasise a vehicle’s lines, giving a dynamic side
view with ground hugging contours.
Mii I Ibiza I Leon SC I Leon 5dr I Leon ST
*Side skirts not shown

Sport exhaust pipe trim
The high-gloss chrome-plated stainless steel trim on the double
exhaust tailpipes underscores the sporty character of your SEAT.
Purchased and fitted in combination with rear bumper.
Leon SC I Leon 5dr

Leon 5dr
Accessories.
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Fog light moulding
Front moulding consisting of one
piece that covers the outer edge of
the fog light. Provides strength and
design to the front of the vehicle.
Arona I Ateca

Front styling trim

Front styling colour insert

Wing mirror covers

Decorative front part, accessorise the front
bumper to add off-road design.

Available in: Samoa Orange, Connect Blue,
Crossover Silver and Emocion Red.

Available in: Samoa Orange, Connect Blue,
Crossover Silver and Emocion Red.

Ateca

Ateca

Ateca

Side door mouldings
Side moulding consisting of two
pieces that cover the lower area
of the doors. Provides strength and
design to the side of the vehicle.
Arona I Ateca

01

Hatchback moulding
Designed to give the right touch
of style for the rear of the vehicle.
Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca

02

03

Rear styling trim

Rear styling colour insert

Decorative rear part, accessorise the rear bumper to add off-road design. Dependent on your SEAT model:
01 Blind for S and SE models. 02 One hole for XCELLENCE models. 03 Two holes for models fitted with Sport
exhausts (not compatible with 4WD or virtual pedal).

Available in: Samoa Orange, Connect Blue,
Crossover Silver and Emocion Red.
Ateca

Ateca

Accessories.
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Styling.

Front grille moulding

Ateca decorative stickers

Front moulding consisting
of one piece that covers the
outer edge of the lower front
grille. Silver colour. Provides
a design feature to the front
of the vehicle.

Set of decorative exterior
adhesives containing two
pieces for the bonnet,
two lines for each side of
the doors and the tailgate.

Ateca

Vehicle shown features:
Anthracite coloured vinyl
with Silver trim.
Trim is also available in
Connect Blue, Samoa Orange
and Emocion Red.

Sport exhausts

Ibiza decorative stickers

This exhaust system is made
up of two matt-polished
fully working pipes. Sport
exhausts not compatible with
virtual pedal or 4WD. Only
applicable with rear styling
trim (sold separately).

Add a touch of individual style
with decorative stickers for
the roof of your SEAT Ibiza.

Sport exhausts details:
1.0 TSI 85 kw exhausts,
1.6 TDI 85 kw exhausts
and 1.4 ACT 110 kw exhausts.

Available in a choice of
Speed (Special Red),
Arrows (Mystic Magenta)
or Pixels (Mystery Blue).

Ateca
Accessories.
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Styling.

Alloys.
For maximum personalisation – adding sporty
and purposeful stance – choose your alloy
style to make your car as unique as you are.

Anti-theft wheel bolts

Valve caps (set of four)

Tyre covers (set of four)

18" Black Diamond Cut
alloy wheel

18" Shiny Silver
alloy wheel

18" Titanium Grey
alloy wheel

Ateca

Ateca

Leon SC I Leon 5dr I Leon ST

18" Anthracite
alloy wheel
Also available in Black.

18" Cupracer Black
alloy wheel
Leon SC I Leon 5dr I Leon ST

19" Cupracer Black
alloy wheel
Also available in
Cupracer Orange.

Leon SC I Leon 5dr I Leon ST
Leon SC I Leon 5dr I Leon ST

17" Piano Black Diamond
Cut alloy wheel
Also available with Silver,
Desire Red, Mystery Blue or
Mystic Magenta centre caps
with star design.
18" Sport Black (matt finish) alloy wheel
Also available in Piano Black.

18" Piano Black Diamond Cut alloy wheel
Also available in 17".

19" Aneto Black Diamond Cut alloy wheel
Also available in Connect Blue, Emocion Red, Samoa Orange and Matt Silver.

Arona

Ibiza

Ateca

Ibiza

Accessories.
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Styling.

Express yourself.
This is personal. So flaunt your individuality with stunning interior styling that
makes a bold statement about who you are. Whether you add sporty touches
or elegant extras to reflect your personality, every interior styling accessory
fits seamlessly with your vehicle and oozes the quality you expect from SEAT.

Steering wheel trim

Internal mirror trim

Interior decorative trim

Interior decorative trim applied
to the steering wheel. Available
in a range of colours.

Interior trim applied to the internal mirror.
Available in a range of colours. For both
electrochromed and standard mirrors.

Interior decorative trim applied steering wheel
trim, dashboard trim, air-conditioning trim and
centre console trim with or without KESSY.

Ibiza I Arona

Ibiza I Arona

Ateca

Accessories.
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This is your world.
Protect and preserve your SEAT and turn heads
at the same time. A great range of stylish and
strong, durable and easy to fit accessories.

Styling.

Illuminated sill guards
Sill guards for the entrance area with
the model name lit up. Activates when
the door is opened for 40 seconds and
remains switched off when the door
is closed. No electrical installation.
Ibiza I Arona I Leon (Not CUPRA) I Ateca

Gear knobs
Add a sporty touch with a choice of
5-speed and 6-speed gear knobs
available in various colours.

Key covers

Foil sill guards

The decorative key cover perfectly protects the electrical
device and gives it a very unique look and feel.

Black adhesive sheet that includes the model
name, adapted to the shape of the sill guard
to protect passengers’ entrance areas.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

INOX side sills
INOX side sills are available in distinctive styles
designed to protect the door frame from scratches.
Ibiza I Arona

Accessories.
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Step up
your game.

Styling.

Make a statement of your new
SEAT with stylish side steps.
Specifically designed for the
Ateca and Arona, fully tested
to rigorous standards. A choice
of two side step designs let
you customise your car to your
personal style.

Offering easier entry and exit
from your SEAT, they will be
appreciated by younger children
and older passengers alike,
plus they are sure to turn heads
wherever you go, with a sportier
look for your pride and joy.
Arona I Ateca

Accessories.
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Protection.
Love your new SEAT.

Take muddy farm tracks, dirty
rugby boots, bags of compost
and damp dogs in your stride
with a practical accessory
pack that makes light work
of the heaviest weather.

Accessories.
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Protection.

Protection pack.

Boot organiser
Aluminium divider to organise the space
in the vehicle’s luggage compartment
and ensure the load does not move.
The divider can be fitted along the outer
edge of the floor panel with clips, while
the telescopic bar of the removable
luggage compartment module ensures
it is safely secured. Only available for
luggage compartment with double level.

Love your new SEAT and it will love you back. Dirt or dog hairs? No problem.
Mud and mess? Sorted. Choose this pack and get on with the way you live,
knowing your SEAT is protected for its lifetime.

With front and rear mudflaps, protective loadliner and rubber mats.
Mii (excludes rear mudflaps) | Ibiza | Arona | Leon | Ateca | Alhambra

Ateca

Reversible boot mat

Protective loadliner
Flexible plastic loadliner
that perfectly fits and
protects the boot area.

Adapted to the size of the luggage
compartment. Carpeted on one side
and plastic on the other.

Rubber mats
These tough rubber mats
are designed specifically
for your SEAT model. Ideal
for heavy duty use, with
a wipe clean surface to
protect the car’s interior.

Mud flaps

Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca

Front and rear mud
flaps. Protect the car
body from materials
projected by the front
wheels during driving.

Foam protective boot tray

Rear bumper protector

Foam tray for protection of boot surface.
Adapted to boot dimensions.

Rear moulding to protect the rear bumper from scrapes and
scratches when items are placed in the luggage compartment.

Ibiza I Arona I Ateca

Ibiza I Arona I Ateca
Accessories.
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Protection.
Protective seat cover for dogs

Life on the road can
be tough. LifeShine
is tougher.

To protect the rear seats of your vehicle
and prevent damage due to scratches,
damp or hair, the most practical solution
is the protective car seat cover. Take your
pet with you and forget about cleaning
the vehicle each time you go out.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Carpet mat set
Protective luggage
compartment lining
Perfect for carrying animals. Completely
covers the mat and sides preventing animal
fur and dirt from becoming attached.
Waterproof and prevents any damp from
seeping through.
Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Carpet mats protect against dirt and moisture and
are non-slip and shaped to fit. Set of four with model
name on driver and front passenger mats.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Rubber mat set
These tough rubber mats are designed specifically
for your SEAT model. Ideal for heavy duty use, with
a wipe clean surface to protect the car’s interior.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Cargo separation grille
Keep your best friend happy in the back with
this grille, separating the boot from the rear
passenger space. Made of a black powder
coated tubular frame with wire mesh, install
behind the rear seat.

Touch-up paint stick

Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon
Ateca I Alhambra

Autoglym LifeShine
Carbon Shield Protection
LifeShine is a complete vehicle protection
system that is professionally applied at
the dealership to your car’s paintwork,
upholstery and glass. It offers you peace
of mind by protecting your car from the
day you take delivery for the lifetime
of ownership, guaranteed.
Road salt, traffic film, strong detergents
and the weather are just some of the
hazards that can diminish your car's
beautiful finish. And that’s just on
the outside. Things can get just
as messy on the inside too,
especially with young children.

LifeShine’s new formulation, featuring
Carbon Shield Technology™, produces
superior depth of colour and shine and
creates a tough, protective coating on
vehicle paintwork for maximum resistance
to environmental hazards. Upholstery is
protected from marks and stains while
glass is coated to improve visibility for
safer driving.

Available in all colours,
great for minor
scratches to paintwork.

Autoglym complimentary aftercare kit.

Accessories.
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UNPROTECTED

PROTECTED

Paintwork protection

Autoglym
car care.

All exterior paintwork is treated with a unique protective
coating to enhance shine and ensure maximum
resistance to environmental hazards, even the severest
of winter weather. The water-repellent coating is easier
to keep clean and maintains a deep glossy shine.
UNPROTECTED

PROTECTED

Glass protection
All external side and rear windows are treated with
a highly durable, optically clear, easy to clean
coating. As you drive, the raindrops roll off to give
greatly improved wet weather visibility and safety.

Protection.

A passion for perfection
Getting great results every time you wash your car
is not as difficult as you may think. It just takes the
right products, a little time and a bit of know how.
Once you’ve experienced the results of Autoglym
Car Care products, there’s just no going back.

Vinyl & rubber care
500ml

Fast glass
500ml

Aqua wax
500ml

Leather care balm
500ml

Gently cleans all interior

Fast Glass is a highly

Imparts a super-fast

Leather care balm ensures

plastics, vinyl and rubber.

effective cleaner, free of

brilliant smear-free finish,

that your leather has the oils

Forms a tough but flexible

abrasives, waxes and

even whilst the vehicle is

it requires, without leaving

anti-static barrier against

silicones which leaves no

wet. No need to dry the

any unnatural gloss, sticky

moisture, dust, staining

residues but a crystal clear

car between washing

or greasy surface residues

and fading on fascias and

finish. This cleaner is perfect

and polishing. Contains

but a natural matt finish.

instrument panels.

for use inside and out and

carnauba wax for

Use leather care balm

cuts through dirt easily.

exceptional durability.

twice a year.

Interior shampoo
500ml

Super resin polish
325ml

Car glass polish
325ml

Extra gloss protection
325ml

Upholstery protection

UNPROTECTED

PROTECTED

LifeShine’s interior treatment coats each and every
strand of your car’s upholstery multiple times to
create a shell barrier around fabric and leather. Spills
and moisture are kept locked out of your car’s seating,
and are easily wiped away if any accidents do occur.
Lifetime guarantee
Autoglym LifeShine is not available on the High Street
and must be professionally applied by your local
SEAT Dealer. With the LifeShine system you will
receive a lifetime guarantee. Subject to reasonable
ongoing care your vehicle will remain in top condition,
but the comprehensive warranty provides complete
peace of mind for the entire duration of ownership.
Includes complimentary aftercare kit.

High definition wax
150g

Bodywork shampoo
conditioner
500ml

Provides a lustre and depth

The easy-to-use,

The ultimate cleaner,

Contains specialised

An extra-tough protective

of shine normally associated

Gently removes traffic film and

deodorising spray and

polish and sealant,

cleaning and polishing

sealant containing a blend

with only the most expensive

surface contaminants and assists

wipe formula removes dirt

provides exceptional gloss

elements which quickly

of hard resins and waxes,

handbuilt cars. It contains a

in preserving overall appearance.

and grime from synthetic

and excellent protection

and easily remove all

used to seal clean, dry,

carefully balanced blend of

It forms a glossy, water-repellent

fabrics, seats, carpets,

for all types and colours

common contaminants,

blemish-free paintwork that

durable polymers and waxes

barrier, which protects and

door panels, roof linings,

of new or moderately

leaving a crystal-clear,

has already been polished.

including carnauba wax.

enhances the vehicle’s finish.

vinyl and soft-tops.

deteriorated paintwork.

smear-free finish.
Accessories.
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Technology.
Get connected.
Full Link software upgrade
Full Link is an innovative technology that
keeps the driver connected to their phone
without compromising on safety.
The system mirrors the phone display
onto the car’s infotainment screen, and
displays ‘driver approved’ apps such as
text messaging, Google Maps and music.
How does it work?
To use Full Link, you must use a USB
charging cable (commonly supplied with
your phone) to plug your phone into a
SEAT car with a generation II infotainment
system and Full Link installed.

 epending on the mobile handset type, Full Link works
D
with one of three in-car apps:
Mirrorlink
Works with the latest android phones as an extension of
the phone, and works with SEAT Connect, the SEAT Drive
app and other SEAT apps.
Android Auto
Works with the latest android phones (running lollipop 5.0
or higher) to mirror the phone screen. It can work with Google
Maps, Google Play Music and various other android apps.
Each action is voice controlled to minimise driver distractions.
Apple CarPlay
Works with the iPhone 5 and later generations. It can work
with apps like Siri, music, messages and Apple Maps.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Accessories.
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Technology.

Let's
entertain.

Built-in sat-nav updates
Map updates are available
twice a year. Please speak
to your SEAT Dealer for more
information on how to update
your built-in sat-nav. Prices
vary depending on model.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon
Ateca I Alhambra

Tablet seat mount
The rear seat entertainment cradle creates
easy viewing and access for an iPad from the
rear seat of your SEAT. Available for iPad 2 to 4,
Air, Mini or Galaxy Tab. Requires base module.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

TomTom START 52

Pure Drive Digital radio

The TomTom START 52 offers
essential navigation and free
lifetime map updates. Finding
destinations is simple from
the Search menu or by
touching a point on the map.
Advanced Lane Guidance
helps you prepare for exits
and intersections by clearly
highlighting the correct driving
lane for your planned route.

Pure Drive Digital is a
professionally-installed
digital radio adaptor for
your SEAT. Available as an
approved SEAT accessory
to fit most SEAT models,
the unit connects to your
existing car stereo.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona
Leon (Not CUPRA)
Ateca I Alhambra

Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon
Ateca I Alhambra

Accessories.
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Technology.

An extra pair of eyes.

Kenwood drive safety camera
Exclusive to the Volkswagen Group, the
Kenwood DVR-410 is more than just a dash
cam – it offers numerous safety features too:
lane departure warning, forward collision
warning, vehicle in-front movement warning,
remains active when the driver is absent from
the vehicle, built-in impact sensor (G-sensor).

All our Nextbase dash cams come with a ‘Go Pack’, including an 8GB SD card
and Nextbase carry case – everything you need to get started.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

4-port passenger charger
Two front seat USB ports charge smartphones
at optimum speeds with shared 2.4A,
while the extendable hub allows backseat
passengers to charge two tablets
simultaneously at 2.4A per port, perfect
for watching movies on long road trips.
Nextbase 212

Nextbase 312GW

Nextbase 412GW

Nextbase 512G

With an all-new design, the 212’s Powered

Introducing the most connected dash cam in the

The Nextbase iN-CAR CAM™ 412GW pushes the

The 512G is Nextbase’s very latest dash cam,

Magnetic Click&Go Mounting system uses

world. The 312GW features inbuilt Wi-Fi, allowing

boundaries of what a dash cam is capable of,

offering key features that previously were only

magnets and powered touch points in the

you to download footage to a smartphone before

featuring QUAD HD 1440p footage, which delivers

found in top end digital camcorders.

mount, allowing the dash cam itself to be free

easily sharing it with friends, family, an insurance

stunning image quality at 30 frames per second.

from wires, making instant removal and

firm or the police.

The 412GW uses six-element sharp lenses, made

The Nextbase 512G is the world's first dash cam

up of 6 layers of glass to provide the ultimate

with an anti glare polarising filter to cut out

After using the Wi-Fi to connect to an iOS or

in picture clarity, with a 140° viewing angle able

windscreen reflection and ensure you get the

android device, the Nextbase app becomes

to capture the entire road ahead.

very best footage possible. This is combined

re-application of the device simple and quick
– the ultimate in convenience.
Its 1080p HD footage filmed through Six-Element

your personal mobile store for footage you want

Sharp Lenses make it the best HD dash cam at its

to keep and share.

price point – an ideal choice for the newer driver.

with the latest Sony Exmor sensor for ultimate
In the event of an accident, the clear and crisp
footage is perfect for providing instant evidence
to support an insurance claim.

picture clarity.

Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Power bank
Universal magnetic mount
Designed to place your phone at the best
height for driving. This is a modern-day
must-have.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

SEAT branded power bank in zipped case.
3-in-1 cable for iPhone 5, 4 and micro USB.
Plug adapter. Car lighter adapter. White
case, power bank and accessories.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra
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Technology.

Stay on track.

Reversing camera
The rear view camera is used as a visual aid
when reversing. The driver sees the camera
image of the area behind the car on the display
of the sound or media system. Moreover, the
system graphically depicts the steering track
performed and the steering angle necessary
in order to optimally guide the driver.

Take control of exactly what’s happening with your new SEAT,
wherever you are, with the Meta Trak vehicle tracking system
and easy-to-use app. Relax and have peace of mind knowing
the Secure Operating Centre monitors your SEAT 24/7.

Ateca

Meta Trak S5-VTS vehicle tracking device

Smartphone charging cable
with 2-in-1 function

Available in one year or three years subscription.
Sophisticated in-vehicle tracking technology
combined with an easy-to-use app. Increasing
security and connecting you and your new SEAT,
wherever you are.

Stay fully charged with the 2-in-1
smartphone charging cable.
Compatible with Android and IOS
devices using the same connector.
Charge your iPhone 6 or 7 with
the “I” side up. Charge android
smartphones with the “A” side up.

Insurance approved and meeting the very latest
Thatcham standard, ‘Category S5’, which replaces
Thatcham Categories 5, 6 & 7.

Live tracking
See the exact, real time, position
of your SEAT with automatic
status updates.

Journey history & score
Review up to 30 days’ journey
history. Analyse driving
efficiency of the last 20 trips.

Geo-fencing
Set up geo-fencing and receive
notification when your SEAT
moves outside of the set area.

24/7 professional SOC
Secure Operating Centre (SOC)
monitors your SEAT continuously
for greater peace of mind.

Driver ID Tags
Receive unauthorised movement
alerts if an attempt is made
to move your SEAT with no ID
tag present.

Thatcham approved
Evaluated and accredited by the
Thatcham Research Centre and
fully comply with the requirements
of your insurance company.

Key finder
Front parking sensors

Rear parking sensors

Front parking sensor kit consisting
of four sensors, finished in black,
but can be painted to match the
bumper colour at an additional
cost. Audible warning only, please
speak to your Dealer regarding
model compatibility.

Rear parking sensor kit consisting of
four sensors, finished in black, but can
be painted to match the bumper
colour at an additional cost. Audible
warning only, please speak to your
Dealer regarding model compatibility.

You will be alerted if you move
too far from your keys or you
can make the keys beep in order
to find them more easily. After
downloading the app, activate
your Bluetooth.

Accessories.
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Touring.
This is your adventure.

Whether you’re heading off
on a biking adventure,
hitting the slopes or packing
for a family road trip, you
can trust SEAT to provide
the best quality accessories
to transport the stuff that's
important to you.

Accessories.
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Adventure
pack.
Heading for the hills or the beach? The fun starts
the moment you leave home with this ready for
anything accessory pack that helps you and your
friends make more of those weekends away.

With protective loadliner, bike holder,
ski or surf rack, vehicle safety kits
and roof bars.
Ibiza | Arona | Leon | Ateca | Alhambra

Touring.

Roof bars
Genuine SEAT Accessories front
and rear roof bars with anti-theft
system – designed to be strong,
durable and easy to install.

Surfboard or ski holder
Aluminium rack with plastic
covering and rubber supports.
With anti-theft locking device.
Used together with roof bars.

Protective loadliner
Flexible plastic protection
that perfectly fits and
protects the boot area.

Vehicle safety kit
Complete SEAT safety
kit which includes
these essential items:
warning triangle,
high visibility vest,
first aid kit and torch.

Accessories.
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Touring.

Leave
nothing
behind.

Roof bars
Genuine SEAT Accessories front and rear
roof bars with anti-theft system – designed
to be strong, durable and easy to install.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Ski/snowboard holder
Aluminium rack with plastic covering
and rubber supports. For four/six skis or
two/four snowboards. Requires roof bars
(sold separately).

Tow bar rear bike holder
Foldable metal bike holder
that attaches to your tow bar.
Used for transporting 2 bikes
(3rd bike kit extension
available) at the rear of the
vehicle. Includes rear pilot
lights, 13-pin connector system
and mounting instructions.
Ibiza I Arona I Leon (Not CUPRA)
Ateca I Alhambra

Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Surfboard holder

Folding tow bar
Tow bar that can be folded manually
or electrically with additional parts.
Ibiza I Arona I Leon (Not CUPRA)
Ateca I Alhambra

Detachable tow bar
Removable tow bar with security system.
A colour indicator system makes for easy
placement of the hook.

Includes four plastic supports that adapt
to the shape of the surfboard. For
transporting one or two surfboards.
Requires roof bars (sold separately).
Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Roof box
Available in 400L/420L/450L sizes.
Double plastic weather resistant walls.
Weight: 18 kg. Maximum load: 50 kg.
Requires roof bars (sold separately).
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Ibiza I Arona I Leon (Not CUPRA)
Ateca I Alhambra
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Espresso machine
Enjoy a good espresso with a
fantastic crema. So whether you’re
heading off on holidays, returning
from a long walk or about to go
home for the evening, this espresso
maker is just what you need.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon
Ateca I Alhambra

Touring.

Pack
it all.
Hook for headrest
Keep things nice and tidy in your
car with this easy to fit headrest
hook. This set mounts onto the front
seat headrest posts and allows
you to hang up to 2kg. Base module
required (sold separately).
Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Headrest clothes hanger
Chrome-plated hanger with black
adjustment. Simple assembly and
mounts easily on the front seat
headrest posts.
Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Round storage compartment
Innovative, leather-bound storage
compartment for your mobile, pens,
business and credit cards and more.
Mounted on the front central console.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon
Ateca I Alhambra

Cup holder organiser
Multifunctional storage device
for objects mounted on the
central console. Innovative shape
holds a lot in a small space.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon
Ateca I Alhambra

Headrest clothes hanger
This two-piece set mounts easily on
the front seat headrest posts and
allows you to hang up to 2kg. Base
module required (sold separately).
Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Net between seats
Elastic net with several spaces
for storage. The net can be fixed
between the front seats.
Ibiza I Leon (not SC)

Storage pocket
Organiser with several compartments.
Provides a lot of space for the temporary
storage of objects. Everything is left
tidy and accessible. Easy to remove
and store when not in use.
Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra
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Touring.

Keep it
tidy.
Securing straps – non-ratchet
Includes two wide and two narrow straps
with tensioning mechanism to fix objects
onto roof bars. Comprises: two straps
35mm wide x 4m long, securing capacity
500kg, and two straps 25mm wide x 3m
long, securing capacity 290kg.

Side sun shades

Rear sun shade

Protective blinds for side windows on both doors and rear
quarter glass, exclusive to the model. The blinds provide
sun protection in the rear passenger area, improving the
climate conditions inside the vehicle. Set contains four blinds.

Sun protection blind for the luggage
compartment window, exclusive to the model.
The blind provides sun protection, improving
the climate conditions inside the vehicle.

Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Wintershield/sun blind
Made of an aluminium honeycomb film
metallised on both sides and formed
by three layers of plastic. The blind
is resistant to temperatures of down to
25 degrees below zero (-25°) and up
to a maximum of 75°. It can be used
in both winter against frost and snow
(fitted outside) and summer to protect
from the sun (fitted inside).
Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Securing boot net

Securing straps – ratchet

Black flexible luggage
net used to help hold
luggage in place.
Easy to attach, with
four fastening points.

For securing heavy loads. Includes
two hooks, one ratchet and one pawl,
strap 25mm wide x 5m long.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca I Alhambra

Leon
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Touring.

Tyre shaped air compressor

First aid kit

Jump start kit

High-visibility vest

The tyre Inflator plugs into the 12v socket and
features an on/off switch along with three
adapters – meaning you can inflate footballs
as well as bicycle and car tyres.

A first aid kit is compulsory in Austria, Greece
and several Eastern European countries.
Contains everything required for first aid,
in a red, zip fastened bag.

An independent energy unit to charge tablets or
mobile phones and can be used as a flashlight.
It provides protection against short-circuits,
over-charging and discharging. There are two
different batteries available to choose from.

Compulsory in a number of EU countries including
Italy, Spain, Portugal, Austria, France and Croatia.

Warning triangle

Folding shovel

LED flashlight

Ice scraper

Warning triangles are a legal requirement in
a number of EU countries including France.

Pointed black shovel (triangular shaped) that folds into three
parts (shovel, central bar and triangular handle). Adjustment
nut on central bar to secure shovel and handle. Saw on one
full side (side and tip). Black case with overlap close.

With a high quality and long lasting LED, the
flashlight can be recharged in the 12v socket.
Capable of up to 1.5 hours of operation.

Remove heavy snow easily from roof, bonnet
and luggage compartment of your vehicle.
The telescopic handle extends to 49 inches,
offering maximum reach.

Accessories.
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Want more?
It's all yours.

Let your car reflect your lifestyle.
Wherever you are heading, when
you’re equipped with the right
practical accessories, you can
enjoy the journey even more.
Choose from a range of additional
SEAT accessory packs.

Accessories.
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SEAT accessory packs.

Pet packs.
Keep your furry friends safe and relaxed on every journey with
one of our dedicated accessory packs, which also provide
protection for your SEAT from muddy paw prints to pet hair.
With cargo separation grille
and protective seat cover.

With cargo separation grille
and protective luggage
compartment lining.

Ibiza | Arona | Leon | Ateca | Alhambra
Ibiza | Arona | Leon | Ateca | Alhambra

Cargo separation grille

Protective seat cover

Protective luggage compartment lining

Keep your best friend happy in the back with this grille,
separating the boot from the rear passenger space.
Made of a black powder coated tubular frame with
wire mesh, install behind the rear seat.

To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage
due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is
the protective car seat cover. Take your pet with you and
forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Perfect for carrying animals. Completely covers the
boot floor and sides preventing animal fur and dirt
from becoming attached. Waterproof and prevents
any damp from seeping through.
Accessories.
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SEAT accessory packs.

Business pack.
Keep everything in its place with these
handy accessories and arrive with your
clothes crease-free with the headrest
clothes hanger.

Headrest clothes hanger, hooks for headrest,
notepad, pen, emergency power bank,
umbrella, headrest base carrier.
All models

Umbrella
A stylish and practical
umbrella to match to
your SEAT. Branded
with the SEAT logo.

Headrest clothes hanger

Hook for headrest

This two piece set mounts easily on the front
seat headrest posts and allows you to hang up
to 2kg. Allowing you to arrive at your destination
crease-free. Includes base module.

Keep things nice and tidy in your car with this
easy to fit headrest hook. This set mounts onto
the front seat headrest posts and allows you
to hang up to 2kg. Attaches to base module.

Power bank
SEAT branded power bank
in zipped case. 3-in-1 cable
for iPhone 5, 4 and micro
USB. Plug adapter. Car
lighter adapter. White case,
power bank and accessories.

Pen and notepad
Matt and smooth
surfaced, hardback
notebook embossed with
SEAT logo. Includes red
ribbon, red elastic strap
and pocket to inside back
cover. Accompanying
SEAT branded pen.
Accessories.
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SEAT accessory packs.

Gadget pack.

Travel pack.

A pack full of the latest practical
SEAT accessory gadgets to keep
your car organised and functional,
including an espresso machine.

Wherever you are heading, when
you’re equipped with the right
practical accessories, you can
enjoy the journey even more.

Headrest clothes hanger, hooks for headrest,
tablet holder, espresso machine, emergency
power bank, headrest base carrier.
All models

Espresso machine
The AutoSet espresso maker is the highlight
of the Gadget pack. Enjoy a good espresso
with a fantastic crema. So whether you’re
heading off on holidays, returning from a long
walk or about to go home for the evening,
this espresso maker is just what you need.
Tablet seat mount
The rear seat entertainment cradle creates
easy viewing and access for an iPad from
the rear seat of your SEAT. Available for
iPad 2 to 4, Air, Mini or Galaxy Tab. Attaches
to base module.
Hook for headrest
Keep things nice and tidy in your car with this
easy to fit headrest hook. This set mounts onto
the front seat headrest posts and allows you
to hang up to 2kg. Attaches to base module.

Vehicle safety kit, LED flashlight, folding shovel,
travel bag, emergency power bank, umbrella.
All models

LED flashlight

Vehicle safety kit

With a high quality and long
lasting LED, the flashlight
can be recharged in the
12v socket. Capable of up
to 1.5 hours of operation.

Complete SEAT safety kit which
includes these essential items:
warning triangle, high visibility
vest, first aid kit and torch.

Folding shovel
Power bank
SEAT branded power bank in
zipped case. 3-in-1 cable for
iPhone 5, 4 and micro USB. Plug
adapter. Car lighter adapter. White
case, power bank and accessories.
Headrest clothes hanger
This two piece set mounts easily on
the front seat headrest posts and
allows you to hang up to 2kg. Allowing
you to arrive at your destination
crease-free. Includes base module.

Travel bag
Modern travel bag with an
attractive style. Features
various inner and outer
compartments, shoulder strap,
outer zipper compartment,
subtle embossed SEAT logo.
Material: 100% polyester.
Base: water-repellent PU.
Dimensions: 50 x 20 x 40 cm.
Colour: blue/sand/orange.

Pointed black shovel (triangular
shaped) that folds into three
parts (shovel, central bar and
triangular handle). Adjustment
nut on central bar to secure
shovel and handle. Saw on one
full side (side and tip). Black
case with overlap close.
Umbrella
A stylish and practical umbrella
to match to your SEAT. Branded
with the SEAT logo.
Accessories.
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Spare wheel kit.

Be ready for the
unexpected.
Minimise the hassle and expense of a puncture
with our spare wheel kits. Wherever you’re
heading and no matter how far you are from
home, you’ll soon get your SEAT back on the
road with this must-have accessory.

Spare wheel kit
Please consult your Dealer for which wheel
size your car requires. Not suitable for vehicles
with battery mounted in boot.
Mii I Ibiza I Arona I Leon I Ateca
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SEAT is committed to a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right to make changes to specifications, offers, products and prices without notice. The information in this brochure
can therefore be given as guidance only. While SEAT makes every effort to ensure that information and prices are accurate at the time of publication (September 2018), you should always check with your
SEAT Dealer for the latest information.
09/2018 Printed in the UK.
SEAT 17232_001

seat.co.uk

Customise.
Accessories price list.
seat.co.uk/accessories

Price list.

Live it,
your way.
The Accessories shown in the Customise Accessories Range
brochure and this Price List are a small sample of the range
of SEAT Genuine Accessories and approved accessories
available. Individual SEAT Accessory brochures are available
to download from seat.co.uk/accessories, or ask your
SEAT Dealer for more details.

2

Two-year
warranty on all
accessories*

3

Three-year
warranty on all
fitted accessories†
(before new car handover)

*Applies to SEAT Genuine Accessories only.
†Applies to SEAT Genuine Accessories only. Up to two-year warranty on others.

Accessories price list.
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Price list.

Styling.

Styling.

Exterior styling
Tailgate spoiler

Ibiza
Rear styling pack £799^
Full styling pack £1,499^
Leon SC £1,030^
Leon 5dr £1,030^
Ateca £1,319*

Ibiza

Arona

Leon SC

Leon 5dr

Leon ST

Ateca

Alhambra

£300**

-

£255**

£255**

-

-

-

Rear bumper

-

-

-

-

£624**

-

-

-

Front lip

-

£380**

-

£466**

£466**

£466**

-

-

Side blades

-

-

-

£417**

£417**

£417**

-

-

£341**

£350**

-

£484**

£484**

£484**

-

-

Sport exhaust pipe trim

-

-

-

£500

£500

-

-

-

Fog light moulding

-

-

£140

-

-

-

£186

-

Side door mouldings

-

-

£162

-

-

-

£214

-

Hatchback moulding

-

£82

£83

£87

£87

£87

£120

-

Front styling trim

-

-

-

-

-

-

£380

-

Front styling colour insert

-

-

-

-

-

-

£100

-

Wing mirror covers

-

£66

-

-

-

-

£66

-

Rear styling trim

-

-

-

-

-

-

£375

-

Rear styling colour insert

-

-

-

-

-

-

£100

-

Front grille moulding

-

-

-

-

-

-

£171

-

Sport exhausts

-

-

-

-

-

-

£390

-

Side skirts

Styling pack.

Mii
£224**

Decorative stickers

-

£200

-

£209

£209

£209

£270

-

£58

£58

£58

£58

£58

£58

£58

£58

Valve caps (set of four)

£8

£8

£8

£8

£8

£8

£8

£8

Tyre covers (set of four)

Anti-theft wheel bolts

£29

£29

£29

£29

£29

£29

£29

£29

18" Sport Black (matt finish) alloy wheel

-

-

£840***

-

-

-

-

-

18" Piano Black Diamond Cut alloy wheel

-

£840***

-

-

-

-

-

-

18" Black Diamond Cut alloy wheel

-

-

-

-

-

-

£980***

-

18" Shiny Silver alloy wheel

-

-

-

-

-

-

£960***

-

18" Titanium Grey alloy wheel

-

-

-

£980***

£980***

£980***

-

-

18" Anthracite alloy wheel

-

-

-

£980***

£980***

£980***

-

-

18" Cupracer Black alloy wheel

-

-

-

£980***

£980***

£980***

-

-

19" Cupracer Black alloy wheel

-

-

-

£1,360***

£1,360***

£1,360***

-

-

19" Aneto Diamond Cut alloy wheel

-

-

-

-

-

-

£1,164***

-

17" Piano Black Diamond Cut alloy wheel

-

£940

-

-

-

-

-

-

Side steps

-

-

£450

-

-

-

£550

-

^Fully fitted price including VAT & painting. Paint cost may vary. Please talk to your SEAT Dealer for more information. *Also available in Mystery Blue, Desire Red and Samoa Orange.
**Primed unit. Fitted price including VAT, which requires painting at additional cost. ***Full set, fitted price including VAT. Excludes tyres.
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Price list.

Styling.

Styling.

Interior styling

Mii

Ibiza

Arona

Leon SC

Leon 5dr

Leon ST

Ateca

Alhambra

Steering wheel trim

-

£68

£73

-

-

-

-

-

Internal mirror trim

-

£66

£66

-

-

-

-

-

Interior decorative trim

-

-

-

-

-

-

POA

-

Gear knobs

-

£93

£93

£115

£115

£115

£93

-

Illuminated sill guards

-

£162

£152

£197

£172

£172

£148

-

Foil sill guards

£68

£87

£85

£93

£93

£93

£93

£93

INOX side sills

-

£142

£125

-

-

-

-

-

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

Key covers

Accessories price list.
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Price list.

Protection.

Protection.

Protection

Mii

Ibiza

Arona

Leon SC

Leon 5dr

Leon ST

Ateca

Alhambra

Protective loadliner

£145

£75

£75

£72

£72

£78

£78

£79

Mud flaps (front)

£68

£70

£72

£82

£82

£82

£84

£84

Protection pack.

Mud flaps (rear)

-

£70

£72

£82

£82

£82

£84

£84

Boot organiser

-

-

-

-

-

-

£109

-

Mii £175*
Ibiza £269
Arona £275
Leon SC £275
Leon 5dr £275
Leon ST £275
Ateca £275
Alhambra £275

Reversible boot mat

-

£46

£46

£48

£48

£48

£50

-

Foam protective boot tray

-

£54

£52

£55

£55

£74

£53

-

-

£62

£68

-

-

-

£70

-

£23

£23

£23

£23

£23

£23

£23

£23

Rear bumper protector
Protective seat cover for dogs
Protective luggage compartment lining

-

£44

£44

£44

£44

£44

£44

£44

Cargo separation grille

-

£179

£180

£133

£133

£145

£175

£140

Carpet mat set

£55

£77

£77

£72

£82

£82

£64

£77

Rubber mat set

£41

£60

£60

£45

£45

£45

£65

£45

Touch-up paint stick

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

Autoglym LifeShine Carbon Shield Protection

£399

£399

£399

£399

£399

£399

£399

£399

Autoglym Vinyl & rubber care

£8.80

£8.80

£8.80

£8.80

£8.80

£8.80

£8.80

£8.80

Autoglym Fast glass

£8.80

£8.80

£8.80

£8.80

£8.80

£8.80

£8.80

£8.80

Autoglym Aqua wax

£16.50

£16.50

£16.50

£16.50

£16.50

£16.50

£16.50

£16.50

Autoglym Leather care balm

£16.50

£16.50

£16.50

£16.50

£16.50

£16.50

£16.50

£16.50

Autoglym High definition wax

£49

£49

£49

£49

£49

£49

£49

£49

Autoglym Bodywork shampoo conditioner

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

Autoglym Interior shampoo

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

Autoglym Super resin polish

£11.70

£11.70

£11.70

£11.70

£11.70

£11.70

£11.70

£11.70

Autoglym Car glass polish

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

Autoglym Extra gloss protection

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

£7.70

*Excludes rear mud flaps.
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Price list.

Technology.

Technology.
Technology

Mii

Ibiza

Arona

Leon SC

Leon 5dr

Leon ST

Ateca

Alhambra

Full link software upgrade.

Tablet seat mount

£122

£122

£122

£122

£122

£122

£122

£122

TomTom START 52

£145

£145

£145

£145

£145

£145

£145

£145

Mii £150
Ibiza £150
Arona £150
Leon SC £150
Leon 5dr £150
Leon ST £150
Ateca £150
Alhambra £150

Built-in sat-nav updates

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

Pure Drive Digital radio

£248

£248

£248

£248

£248

£248

£248

£248

Nextbase 212

£80

£80

£80

£80

£80

£80

£80

£80

Nextbase 312GW

£110

£110

£110

£110

£110

£110

£110

£110

Nextbase 412GW

£142.50

£142.50

£142.50

£142.50

£142.50

£142.50

£142.50

£142.50

Nextbase 512G

£185

£185

£185

£185

£185

£185

£185

£185

£202.60

£202.60

£202.60

£202.60

£202.60

£202.60

£202.60

£202.60

4-port passenger charger

£24.99

£24.99

£24.99

£24.99

£24.99

£24.99

£24.99

£24.99

Universal magnetic mount

£14.99

£14.99

£14.99

£14.99

£14.99

£14.99

£14.99

£14.99

Kenwood drive safety camera

Power bank

£25

£25

£25

£25

£25

£25

£25

£25

MetaTrak S5-VTS vehicle tracking device*

£487

£487

£487

£487

£487

£487

£487

£487

MetaTrak S5-VTS vehicle tracking device**

£687

£687

£687

£687

£687

£687

£687

£687

-

-

-

-

-

-

£410

-

Reversing camera
Smartphone charging cable with 2-in-1 function

£10

£10

£10

£10

£10

£10

£10

£10

Front parking sensors

-

£260

£260

£352

£352

£352

£260

-

Rear parking sensors

£198

£198

£198

£198

£198

£198

£198

£198

Key finder

£24

£24

£24

£24

£24

£24

£24

£24

*One year subscription. **Three year subscription.
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Price list.

Touring.

Touring.
Adventure pack.
Ibiza £375
Arona £375
Leon SC £375
Leon 5dr £375
Leon ST £415
Ateca £375
Alhambra £375

Touring

Mii

Vehicle safety kit

Ibiza

Arona

Leon SC

Leon 5dr

Leon ST

Ateca

Alhambra

£31

£31

£31

£31

£31

£31

£31

£31

Tow bar rear bike holder

-

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

Folding tow bar

-

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

Detachable tow bar

-

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

Roof bars

£175

£180

£175

£185

£185

£245

£185

£190

Ski/snowboard holder

£105

£105

£105

£105

£105

£105

£105

£105

-

£116

£116

£116

£116

£116

£116

£116

Surfboard holder
Roof box

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

Espresso machine

£185

£185

£185

£185

£185

£185

£185

£185

Round storage compartment

£55

£55

£55

£55

£55

£55

£55

£55

Cup holder organiser

£42

£42

£42

£42

£42

£42

£42

£42

Hook for headrest

-

£23.50

£23.50

£23.50

£23.50

£23.50

£23.50

£23.50

Headrest clothes hanger

-

£65.50

£65.50

£65.50

£65.50

£65.50

£65.50

£65.50

Net between seats

-

£29.83

-

£32

£32

£32

-

-

Headrest clothes hanger (chrome-plated)

-

£27

£27

£27

£27

£27

£27

£27

Storage pocket

-

£16

£16

£16

£16

£16

£16

£16

£22

£22

£22

£22

£22

£22

£22

£22

Side sun shades

-

£47

£50

£105

£110

£110

£107

POA

Rear sun shade

£47

£78

£80

£74

£84

-

£188

POA

-

-

-

£34.62

£34.62

£34.62

-

-

Wintershield/sun blind

Securing boot net
Securing straps - non-ratchet

£28

£28

£28

£28

£28

£28

£28

£28

£360

£360

£360

£360

£360

£360

£360

£360

Tyre shaped air compressor

£22

£22

£22

£22

£22

£22

£22

£22

First aid kit

£17

£17

£17

£17

£17

£17

£17

£17

£105

£105

£105

£105

£105

£105

£105

£105

£11

£11

£11

£11

£11

£11

£11

£11

Securing straps - ratchet

Jump start kit
High-visibility vest
Warning triangle

£17

£17

£17

£17

£17

£17

£17

£17

Folding shovel

£16

£16

£16

£16

£16

£16

£16

£16

LED flashlight

£10

£10

£10

£10

£10

£10

£10

£10

Ice scraper

£13

£13

£13

£13

£13

£13

£13

£13

Accessories price list.
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Price list.

Packs.

Want more?
It's all yours.
Packs

Mii

Ibiza

Arona

Leon SC

Leon 5dr

Leon ST

Ateca

Alhambra

Pet pack - seat cover

-

£155

£155

£155

£155

£155

£155

£155

Pet pack - luggage lining

-

£175

£175

£175

£175

£175

£175

£175

Business pack

£175

£175

£175

£175

£175

£175

£175

£175

Gadget pack

£409

£409

£409

£409

£409

£409

£409

£409

Travel pack

£134

£134

£134

£134

£134

£134

£134

£134

Spare wheel kit

£185

£189

£199

£199

£199

£199

£199* / £299**

-

*Price for 2WD models. **Price for 4WD models.

Accessories price list.
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W Livingstone Ltd
34 New Edinburgh Road
Uddingston
Glasgow
G71 6BS
Tel: 01698 225 055
www.firstforseatcars.com

SEAT is committed to a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right to make changes to specifications, offers, products and prices without notice. The information in this brochure
can therefore be given as guidance only. While SEAT makes every effort to ensure that information and prices are accurate at the time of publication (September 2018), you should always check with your
SEAT Dealer for the latest information.
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